1. Was the Educator of Excellence nomination deadline extended from September 14th due to Hurricane Florence?

Yes. The EOE nomination deadline was extended until October 15, 2018, due to Hurricane Florence.

2. Is reporting for PRC 29 suspension data the same as last year?

No, it is not.
October 10, 2018
April 10, 2019
June 10, 2019

3. Can you share an updated list of EC directors?

The most current information is located on our EC Division website. Or you may find the information on EDDIE through the NC Public Schools website.

4. How do we sign up for the Nov. 7th FBA/BIP training? And are new CPI trainings going to be offered for the ones cancelled?

There was a link on the webinar handout and is provided here as well.
November 7th - FBA/BIP Booster - Burke County
CPI trainings will be rescheduled for the ones cancelled. Contact Rhonda Harrell, Rhonda.harrell@dpi.nc.gov

5. The preconference institute for Data Managers...As EC Coordinator at a charter school, that is me for CECAS data. Do I attend that or administrative conference?

It depends on your role at the school. Talk with your administrator or regional coordinator for advice on which you should attend.

6. If you are taking questions, is there any news on when webinar training for staff on de-escalation from CPI will be available?

No, we are in the process of creating that training.

7. Do students in the OCS program who are transported to job sites have to have transportation on their IEP?

Transportation should be included in a student’s IEP if transportation is necessary for the provision of FAPE.

8. What is NCDPI’s advice for districts who struggle to obtain EC records and reports from other NC districts?

We often hear of difficulty in obtaining records when attempting to secure records at the school level. I would suggest reaching out to your fellow EC Director at the district level. If those attempts are unsuccessful, you can contact your assigned regional monitoring consultant and/or regional coordinator.